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Reminder that Friday 25th June is an INSET Day and the building will be closed.

Unfortunately we have had to remind a small number of students of the rules

when self isolating; to reiterate - during self isolation students must remain

within their home and garden.·

Partner university, UCLan have announced this week the launch of their new

Veterinary School. This is an exciting opportunity for students and we very

much look forward to increased experience opportunities for our aspiring vets. 

·We have unfortunately had to cancel the Year 13 and Year 11 leavers events due

to rising cases locally and year groups isolating. We are making alternative

plans for you to receive your Year Books and Hoodies and will host online

leavers celebrations. Links will be in your google classrooms next week. 

UK University & Apprenticeship Search Virtual Fair have  added an additional

date for students - 14 July, 12 - 6pm.  https://ukunisearch.vfairs.com/

All centre assessed grades have now been submitted to the exam boards. Thank

you to students and staff for your incredible effort to make this happen.

Charlie Jones, Education Manager – “You walk into some schools and instantly

know you’re dealing with something special. The levels of engagement and

intellect from both the students and the staff were second to none. Keep up the

good work, you’re offering a brilliant future to your students.”

Steve Cox, Consultant Engineer – “I realised from the online Fusion 360 training

sessions that we’ve run, especially those masterclasses involving some of the

students, that there was something special going on with Liverpool Life Sciences

UTC. There’s clearly a “buzz” and the engagement and progress of students in

grasping the tools that form part of The Future of Making was wonderful to see.

Staff should be given credit for how they are encouraging the use of technologies

to equip students with the skills that will make them so valuable to industry,

which in turn should give them some fantastic career opportunities. Well done.”

This week has been a reminder that we are not quite out of the Covid woods yet

with a number of bubbles heading home to isolate. Thankfully students and staff

are now expert online learners and teachers and we are managing to keep the

learning pace going with good attendance and engagement. Students have been

brilliant about wearing masks again in the building, a few small reminders that

masks do need to cover your nose as well as your mouth, but we appreciate students

following changing guidance and working to keep each other safe. We have been so

disappointed to have to cancel a number of events for the next few weeks, but our

priority has to remain keeping people safe. 

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK:

FEEDBACK FROM OUR EMPLOYER PARTNERS:

We love working with experts to enrich our students’ learning experiences. Here is

some feedback from Autodesk about their recent work with our students. 

You can also read about former student, David Callow and his journey from the

UTC to a degree apprenticeship with Dyson in the Liverpool Echo.
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SUMMER SCHOOLS 
We have had an 

amazing response

o our summer 

school programme.  

We are currently 

adding additional

programmes for students

interested in arts and

engineering. We also now

have spaces available for an

aquaponics intro with

resident innovators, Farm

Urban. Click through from

the banner on the website

homepage to sign up.



YEAR 10 
Computing students have been busy getting extra revision sessions in for the

delayed PPEs. This week, sessions have mostly focussed on standard algorithms.

We have also been looking at how we can apply the 'KAE' (Know, Apply, Evaluate)

model to long answer essay style questions to get closer to full coverage of the

mark scheme on these questions which students always find tricky. Students have

been participating in a ‘Physics in Maths in Physics’ competition. Congratulations

to Imogen and Hazel who both scored 100% and won a giant Toblerone each. Well

done! Historians have been revising Health and the People in preparation for their

mocks. In Studio PBL,  we have been designing a Wallace & Gromit game based on

one of the films so again great fun but amazing work from some of our students

who have been really thinking about the characters and the audience they are

making it for – in the words of Wallace – ‘Crackin’.

 
YEAR 12 STUDIO EPQ
Students are coming to the end of the project phase having produced some

impressive work. Project topics include BTS (The biggest band in the world), the

robotic arm, the film exploring comedy styles, music tracks, children’s illustrated

books and more. We are excited to see how these projects evolve over the next year.

 

LAST CHANCE TO VOTE  
Five year 9 students are

competing in a national

Competition - the Amazon

Longitude Explorer Prize.

The students have reached

the final with their project

- Plasticvore. Please share

and vote using the

following link…

https://longitudeexplorer.c

hallenges.org/vote/

YEAR 12 
Engineers are exploring digital electronics; the binary number 

system, logic gates, D-Type and T-type flip-flops. Special 

mention to Jake for taking inspiration from our Autodesk 

sessions last week and converting an old moped into an electric 

bike. Amazing work! Psychologists are preparing for their 

forthcoming PPE's by completing Seneca revision tasks and 

practicing exam style questions around memory, psycho-

pathology, social influence and attachment. Historians have 

been revising Henry VIII and developing essay writing skills in 

preparation for next week.  Computer scientists have been 

making the most of the extra revision time before their final 

assessments, focussing on how to effectively tackle advanced 

problem solving and programming skills for a given scenario.

YEAR 12 PROGRAMMING PROJECT FOCUS
Aden has combined his computing skills with his engineering and maths skills to

create a mobile app designed to run on a phone that will be mounted to a bicycle

via bespoke mounting that Aden has designed and 3D printed. He is aiming to

develop a mobile app that will be multi-functional and benefit a wide range of

potential users. One of the core aims is to develop a dashboard for young riders to

use when moving from simple children’s bikes up to fully geared road/mountain

bikes that will help to teach them how to effectively use their gearing when riding

across various terrains and routes. Aden is also keen to develop the app to track

and record performance data and telemetry over time for performance cycling

training or simple recreational competition/challenges.

JLT UPDATES
Junior Leaders have been

creating resources to

celebrate Pride Month.

These resources have been

shared in coaching time

and used on our Instagram

pages. Please follow us on

Instagram and show your

support. 

We have spent time this

week debating and

designing an improved

student voice process to

encourage more students to

speak out about the issues

that affect them. This will

allow us to decide on our

next projects and suggest

ideas to support each

other. 

DSTL COMPETITION  
Next week, Year 12

students will be taking part

in a national competition

with DSTL (Defence and

science technology

laboratory). Their

challenge is to develop a

habitable environment on

the moon Callisto. Dstl is

one of the principal

government organisations

dedicated to science and

technology in the defence

and security field. This is a

fantastic opportunity for

students to compete with

other students from UTCs

across the UK and we wish

them lots of luck. DSTL

offer a range of fantastic

degree apprenticeships.

You can find out more here

https://dstlapprentices.co.u

k/

YEAR 9 IGNITE
Students are working towards gaining their first iDEA digital

badges. The Inspiring Digital Enterprise Award is an

international, industry-recognised programme. Students will

shortly complete their Bronze Award which equips them with

the digital enterprise and employability skills for a career in

tech. In maths, we are working on multiplying and dividing

numbers in standard form. In science, we have been studying

trends in reactivity. Historians have been looking at William

Harvey and John Hunter as key influencers in the history of

medicine. In Studio enrichment we continued to think about our

digital life. We will be creating posters, video and audio soon to

help students and adults understand what a digital life is like

for a 14-year-old. In Studio PBL, we have had lots of fun in the

cinema as we film the final elements of our TV show,

'Trinketrun ' . Unfortunately students were not able to visit the

Albert Dock and Tate Modern due to new covid restrictions, but

were so mature and enthusiastically produced some beautiful

work around the history and architecture of the Docks.

https://longitudeexplorer.challenges.org/vote/
https://dstlapprentices.co.uk/

